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Human beings and other Old World pri-
mates, such as great apes, baboons and the
macaque monkey, are cone trichromats,
having short- (S), middle- (M) and long-
(L) wavelength cones peaking around 440,
530 and 560 nm, respectively (Figure 1)1,2

but non-primate placental mammals are
typically dichromats, having only S and L
cones.3 Old World primates evolved
trichromacy from their dichromatic ances-
tors approximately 40 million years ago,
by the duplication of a gene coding for
the L cone visual pigment.3-5 To under-
stand the benefits of primate trichromacy,
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we need to compare primate colour vision
to that of other animals. While primates
have a more sophisticated colour vision
than non-primate mammals, colour vision
in many non-mammalian vertebrates is
likely to be better developed than ours.
Fish, reptiles and birds often have four
cone visual pigments.6-10 Behavioural stud-
ies have shown that goldfish, turtle and
birds use four cone types for colour vision
and that signals of these cones are com-
bined to produce tetrachromatic colour
vision.11-14 Many invertebrates have more
than three spectral photoreceptor types.

It is probable that the most sophisticated
colour vision has been developed by
stomatopod crustaceans—mantis shrimps.
These shrimps have 16 spectral types of
photoreceptor cells, 12 of which are used
for colour vision.15,16

EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF
VERTEBRATE COLOUR VISION

Modern vertebrates belong to two distinct
lineages. Jawed vertebrates include fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals.
Lampreys and hagfishes are the only liv-
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ing jawless vertebrates.17 The origin of lam-
preys dates back to early Cambrian,
approximately 540 million years ago.18

Molecular analyses have shown that cone
visual pigments of jawed vertebrates be-
long to four distinct classes.4,5 Recently, the
same classes of cone visual pigments were
found in a jawless vertebrate, lamprey
Geotria australis.19,20 This finding indicates
that four visual pigments were present in
the eyes of early vertebrates before the
divergence of jawed and jawless forms.
Therefore, early vertebrates could have
had tetrachromatic colour vision more
than 540 million years ago.

Terrestrial vertebrates improved their
ancient tetrachromatic vision by evolving
retinal coloured filters—oil droplets.21

These retinal filters reduced the overlap in
sensitivity between spectrally adjacent cones
and hence, increased the number of
discriminable colours.22,23 Coloured oil
droplets are present in eyes of diurnal birds,
reptiles and in the closest living relative of
first terrestrial vertebrates—the lungfish.24,25

Thus, coloured oil droplets and four cone
pigments were probably present in the
retina of a common ancestor of all terres-
trial vertebrates and lungfishes approxi-
mately 400 million years ago.17 Coloured oil
droplets and some visual pigments were
later lost in many groups of fish and of ter-
restrial vertebrates.21,26-28 Most placental
mammals are dichromats, because our
ancestors lost two spectral types of cones,
when they became nocturnal.21,26 Some
nocturnal primates (owl monkeys and
bushbabies) and marine mammals do not
have functional gene coding S cone pig-
ment and thus, are cone monochromats
having only one type of L cone.29,30

While the loss of visual pigments
occurred many times, the duplication of
cone visual pigment occurred only a few
times during the past 540 million years of
the evolution of vertebrate colour vision.4,5

Among terrestrial vertebrates duplication
of genes coding cone visual pigments has
been described only in primates and re-
cently in a megabat, Haplonycteris fischery.31

Duplication of a gene coding L cone visual
pigment leading to uniform trichromacy
of Old World primates probably occurred
after the separation of New and Old World

primates, approximately 40 million years
ago.4,5,32,33 Uniform trichromacy evolved
independently in one species of New
World primates—the howler monkey.34,35

Other New World primates do not have
uniform trichromacy but have polymor-
phic genes coding for M and L cone pig-
ments.4,5,33,35-37 Also, some lower primates
(prosimians), such as lemurs, have poly-
morphic L cone genes.38 Several hypoth-
eses have been proposed to explain the
reasons leading to the origins of
primate trichromacy and of colour vision
in general.33,39-45 Probably, the most
popular hypothesis is that colour vision
evolved as an adaptation for foraging on
colourful objects, such as fruits and
flowers.33,39,40,44-48

COLOUR VISION AS AN
ADAPTATION FOR FORAGING ON
COLOURFUL OBJECTS

A hypothesis that colour vision in insects,
birds and mammals co-evolved with flow-
ers and fruits was first formulated in the
late 19th Century by a prominent Cana-
dian writer, Grant Allen.39 He stated this
hypothesis in the following condensed
formula: ‘Insects produce flowers. Flow-
ers produce the colour-sense in insects.
The colour-sense produces a taste for
colour. The taste for colour produces
butterflies and brilliant beetles. Birds
and mammals produce fruits. Fruits pro-
duce a taste for colour in birds and mam-
mals. The taste for colour produces the
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Figure 1. Photoreceptor spectral sensitivities of a human,92 New World monkey (the common
marmoset Callithrix jacchus),87 the honeybee (Apis melifera)51 and a bird (blue tit, Parus
caeruleus).93 The New World monkey has three L/M visual pigments. Note that the spectral
sensitivities of L and M pigments in primates strongly overlap but both bees and birds have
largely non-overlapping spectral sensitivities. In diurnal birds and reptiles, cone sensitivities
are narrowed due to light filtering in coloured oil droplets.
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external hues of humming-birds, parrots
and monkeys. Man’s frugivorous ances-
try produces in him a similar taste and
that taste produces the final result of
human chromatic arts.’ From the suppo-
sition that colour vision co-evolved with
flowers and fruits, it follows that animals
foraging on colourful fruits or flowers
must have well-developed colour vision,
while animals dependent on other food
sources must have less developed or no
colour vision.

When Allen proposed the explanation
of the origin of colour vision and colours
of plants and animals, the knowledge
about colour vision of animals was based
predominantly on the observations of ani-
mals’ habits and colouration. For exam-
ple, brightly coloured feathers of birds
indicated that they have developed col-
our vision.39 During the past three dec-
ades, a large body of data on visual pig-
ments and photoreceptor spectral
sensitivities in a variety of animals has
been accumulated.4,5,10,20,49,50

The analysis of these data does not sup-
port the hypothesis of co-evolution of
colour vision in insects and birds with
colours of flowers and fruits. Frugivorous
birds have cone sensitivities that are simi-
lar to those of a turtle foraging on green
and brown objects,8-10 and photoreceptors
in flower-foraging bees are practically
identical to those in predatory wasps.51 A
discovery of multiple cone pigments in
lamprey19 and of coloured oil droplets in
lungfish24,25 indicates that well-developed
colour vision in vertebrates appeared
long before fruits and flowers.

However, primates evolved trichromacy
from their dichromatic ancestors after
fruits advertised to the eyes of birds ap-
peared,52 so primate trichromacy could
have emerged as a specific adaptation for
finding fruits. Later, fruits could have
adapted their colour to the vision of pri-
mates, leading to co-evolution of primate
colour vision and colours of fruit.33 Analy-
ses of reflectance spectra of fruits and
leaves seem to provide evidence in favour
of this hypothesis.44,46-48 Alternatively, pri-
mate colour vision could have evolved as
an adaptation for many visual tasks, rather
than solely for looking at fruits.

BENEFITS OF COLOUR VISION

Humans and animals often need to detect
and recognise objects in conditions of
patchy and changing illumination. This
problem can be solved by comparing the
signals of receptors tuned to different
parts of the spectrum, that is, by using
chromatic vision.42,43 Shadows generally
yield strong variations in the intensity of
illumination and hence, change signals of
different spectral types of cones by nearly
the same factor. Thus, division of cone sig-
nals (or subtraction of their logarithms)
gives the value that remains invariant when
the intensity of illumination varies.53 Real
colour vision systems probably use chro-
matic signals that approximate such a
‘cone ratio model’.53 Patchy illumination
is common in forests and in shallow water,
where refraction of light on the surface of
water yields strong variations in the illu-
mination.33,43 Colour vision in the first
vertebrates could have appeared as an
adaptation to patchy light in their shallow
aquatic habitat.43 Forest dwelling animals,
such as many primates, probably use col-
our vision to detect, segregate and dis-
criminate unevenly illuminated objects.33

In the case of uniform illumination, col-
our vision helps us to detect objects against
dappled background, such as fruits on the
background of differently oriented
leaves.33

Colour also serves for the identification
of object properties; for example, fruits
can be categorised according to their col-
our.33 While the use of colour for detec-
tion, segregation and discrimination of
objects requires simple comparison of
chromatic (cone ratio) signals, a more
complex processing of receptor signals is
needed for object identification.54 Surface
colours depend on surface reflectance and
on spectral distribution of the illuminant.54

To identify objects under conditions of
changing illumination, we need to extract
the information about the reflectance
spectra and ignore colour changes caused
by the spectral variations of the illuminant,
that is, we need to perceive colours con-
stantly.54 Human beings and many animals
have colour constancy,54-56 and many algo-
rithms have been proposed to explain this

phenomenon.53,54,57-59 However, we do not
know how these algorithms are imple-
mented in human retina and brain.
Moreover, we do not know which
algorithm(s) of colour constancy humans
use.54,60

BENEFITS OF PRIMATE
TRICHROMACY

Approximately two per cent of the human
male population are cone dichromats,
lacking either L (protanopes) or M
(deuteranopes) cones.61 Such vision is
probably similar to that of our dichromatic
ancestors. Analysis of difficulties in colour
perception experienced by dichromats
may reveal the benefits of trichromacy.
The first detailed description of colour
deficiency caused by the lack of a cone
visual pigment was given at the end of the
18th Century by John Dalton, who was
colour deficient. Thinking that his abnor-
mal colour perception was caused by a
blue filter in his eye, Dalton gave instruc-
tions that his eyes should be examined on
his death (1844). However, Dalton’s aque-
ous and lens appeared to be normal for a
person of his age.62 Recent molecular stud-
ies on the preserved tissue from John
Dalton’s eye showed that Dalton lacked the
M cone pigment and therefore, was a deu-
teranope.62 Dalton first suspected that his
colour perception was abnormal when he
was 20 years old.62,63 Usually dichromats
become aware of their colour deficiency
relatively late in life or when they fail in
specially designed tests. From this, we can
conclude that in everyday life many visual
tasks can be solved using only two spectral
types of cones. Moreover, the evolution-
ary success of dichromatic mammals
indicates that dichromacy is sufficient for
solving many visual tasks in a variety of
habitats.

The most obvious disadvantage of
dichromacy is the inability to discriminate
some colours that normal trichromats eas-
ily perceive as different, such as particu-
lar shades of green, yellow, orange and
red. This leads to difficulties in detecting
red, orange and yellow fruits against a
dappled background of leaves. As fruits
play an important role in primate diet,
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trichromacy could have evolved as a spe-
cific adaptation for finding food.33,39,40

Theoretical work also shows that tri-
chromats must outperform dichromats in
estimating the state of ripeness of fruits
on the basis of their colour.64 Another bio-
logically important set of reddish colours
is produced by the colour of blood. The
inability to detect blood in stools or other
samples creates difficulties for dichromatic
medical practitioners.65 Dichromats also
fail to discriminate variations in skin col-
our related to illness.66 As the colour of
skin helps us to estimate emotional state
or the state of health, the reduced ability
of dichromats to perceive slight changes
in skin colour may disadvantage them in
social interactions. Many primates have
red sexual displays. 67 For example, around
the time of ovulation, females of many Old
World monkeys and hominoids develop a
prominent reddening of the sexual skin
around the perineum.67 Therefore, sexual
selection could also play a role in evolu-
tion of primate trichromacy.

The loss of a spectral type of cone im-
pairs the ability to categorise colours. In
general, trichromacy is advantageous for
identification of objects on the basis of
their colour. John Dalton wrote: ‘I was
always of the opinion, though I might not
often mention it, that several colours were
injudiciously named. The term pink, in
reference to the flower of that name,
seemed proper enough; but when the
term red was substituted for pink, I thought
it highly improper; it should have been
blue, in my apprehension, as pink and blue
appear to me very nearly allied; whilst pink
and red have scarcely any relation’.63

Dichromats cannot fully appreciate com-
mon colour naming, because they lack a
perceptual dimension in their vision. Tri-
chromatic colour has attributes of hue,
saturation (chroma) and brightness (light-
ness). Lightness scales colours from dark
to light, saturation scales colours from ach-
romatic (shades of grey) to saturated col-
ours, such as colours of monochromatic
lights; hue gives the perceptual attribute
of colour that remains relatively invariant
when their lightness and chroma
change.54,68 Basic colour terms, such as red,
green and blue, specify hue. Exceptions

man bee
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blackblack

SS

M M
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Figure 2. The spread of object colours in the colour spaces of a human and a bee. A colour is
represented as a point in the space where the quantum catches of S, M and L photoreceptors
are placed along the co-ordinate axes. Object colours occupy a part of this space—an object
colour solid.23,68 The volume of the object colour solid can be related to the total number of
colours that a visual system can discriminate.23 The object colour solid has one apex at the
origin, which corresponds to an ideal black surface and the other at the corner corresponding
to an ideal white reflector. If receptor sensitivities do not overlap, the object colour solid fills
the entire cubic volume between these apexes. For overlapping receptor sensitivities, the
object colour solid fills only a limited part of the cubic volume, so a visual system with largely
non-overlapping photoreceptor sensitivities, such as that of bees,45 is able to discriminate
colours better than the visual system of a human. This approach does not take into account
that some colours may be more important than others.

from this general rule are rare. For exam-
ple, brown may be different from yellow
only in its lightness; in Russian, unsatu-
rated blue has a special term—‘goluboy’,
while saturated blue is termed ‘siniy’.69

In the colour space of dichromats, the
colour of a spectrally flat light (achro-
matic) can be matched by a monochro-
matic light of a particular wavelength; this
wavelength corresponds to the dichro-
matic confusion point.68 Also, spectrally
pure lights can be matched by the sum of
a light of a particular wavelength and of a
spectrally flat light.68 Therefore, dichromats
are able to categorise colours into only two
hue categories. These two categories cor-
respond either to the wavelengths shorter
than that of a dichromatic confusion point
or to those longer than this point. In con-
trast, trichromats are able to perceive a
continuum of hues.

Of the three perceptual attributes of
colour, hue gives the most reliable infor-

mation about the material properties of a
reflecting surface. In conditions of patchy
illumination, lightness is unreliable, be-
cause it may depend on the spatial distri-
bution of the illuminant.33 Saturation may
also vary strongly depending on viewing
conditions. Most objects have either rough
or shiny surfaces, which means that,
depending on the angles between the
surface, illumination and observer, the
amount of non-selectively (specularly) re-
flected light varies.70 Therefore, the abil-
ity of trichromats to perceive a continuum
of hues gives a reliable way to identify and
categorise objects when illumination and
viewing conditions vary.

Finally, primate trichromacy may be ben-
eficial in conditions of dim light. Natural
light has typically low photon flux in the
short-wavelength part of the spectrum.
Therefore, S cone mechanisms are insen-
sitive in dim light,68 so, at the light inten-
sity where S cone mechanisms are insensi-
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The overlap of primate L and M cones
can be explained in several ways.
1. It can be a consequence of constraints
imposed on the evolution of visual pig-
ments. Because L and M visual pigments
diverged relatively recently from the an-
cestral mammalian LWS/MWS pigment,
their wavelength positions could not yet
reach the optimal wavelength positions.
Also, it could be impossible to evolve from
the ancestral mammalian LWS/MWS pig-
ment an M pigment peaking further to-
wards the shorter wavelengths.26 However,
these explanations seem to be invalid, first,
because the study of cone sensitivities in
closely related fish species shows that the
shift of spectral sensitivities can occur fast
during evolution28 and second, because
some mammals have L cone pigment, the
peak of which is shifted to the shorter wave-
length, compared to human M peak (530
nm). For example, in rats it peaks at 510.77

tive, dichromats cannot use chromatic vi-
sion, that is, utilise the L-S signal.
Trichromats having both M and L cones
potentially can compare signals of these
cones and enjoy chromatic vision when the
light is too dim for S cones. However, in
conditions of dim light the increased pho-
ton noise might corrupt the opponent
L–M signal and negate any advantage in
chromatic vision enjoyed by trichromats.
It is important to note that during dawn
and dusk, the relative amount of the quan-
tum flux in the short-wavelength part of
the spectrum is high.71 Therefore, it has
been suggested that in twilight, mammals
use S cones to maximise the contrast.72

COST OF TRICHROMACY FOR
SPATIAL VISION

In dichromatic mammals, the density of L
cones is significantly higher than the den-
sity of S cones. Hence, spatial vision is
mediated either solely or mainly by L
cones.3 In humans, both L and M cones
contribute to luminosity vision. This may
be disadvantageous for spatial vision for
two reasons.
1. In humans, the optics of the eye is
matched to the resolution of the L–M cone
mosaic.73 Thus, the highest spatial resolu-
tion can be mediated by a single L or M
cone. As L and M cones have different
spectral sensitivities, the luminance signal
depends on whether it is mediated by the
L or the M cone. This adds noise to the
high resolution luminance vision.73 Ran-
dom fluctuations in cone densities may
also create noise for spatial vision at lower
spatial resolutions.73

2. Due to chromatic aberrations, it is
impossible at the same time to optimally
focus light for cones peaking in different
parts of the spectrum.68 Therefore, where
more than one spectral type of cone is
used for spatial vision, the spatial resolu-
tion can be impaired.

It has also been suggested that
dichromats may outperform trichromats
in scotopic conditions,74 although scotopic
thresholds of dichromats appear to be
similar to those of trichromats.75 The ad-
vantage of dichromacy in mesopic condi-
tions has not been excluded.75

TUNING OF VISUAL PIGMENTS

While the sensitivities of primate L and M
cones strongly overlap, most animals have
largely non-overlapping spectral sensitivi-
ties.26 For example, in diurnal birds and
reptiles, cone sensitivities are narrowed by
filtering the incident light with coloured
oil droplets, which reduces the overlap
between the spectrally adjacent cones.8,10,21

Also, in bees the peaks of photoreceptor
spectral sensitivities are placed roughly
uniformly along the spectrum,51 an ar-
rangement that minimises the overlap
between photoreceptor sensitivities. Math-
ematical modelling shows that reduction
of spectral overlap generally increases the
number of colours that can be discrimi-
nated (Figure 2).22,23,45,76 Thus, the largely
non-overlapping photoreceptor sensitivi-
ties of many animals could have been
favoured by natural selection.

Figure 3. Detection of fruits against the dappled background of leaves by a dichromatic eye.44

The L peak is held constant and the S peak is varied. The spectra of fruits available in European
food stores were measured. A fruit was counted as detectable if its chromatic distance from
every leaf is greater than a threshold distance. Calculations were for three thresholds
corresponding to distances of 1, 2 and 3. With a fixed L pigment the number of detectable
fruits reaches a maximum when the spectral position of the S cone is close to the position of
the human M cone. Thus the spectral separation of L and M cones in humans is close to
optimal for fruit detection using the signal of the [L–M] chromatic mechanism.
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Thus, it is likely that the spectral overlap
of primate L and M cones was favoured by
natural selection. As most animals have
non-overlapping cone sensitivities,26 the
selective pressures determining the spec-
tral positions of primate cones are likely
to differ from those imposed on the evo-
lution of colour vision in other animals.
2. While for colour vision it is beneficial to
increase the spectral separation between
cone sensitivities, the needs of spatial vision
could lead to a decrease in the spectral
separation between L and M cones. An
analysis of spectra from natural scenes
shows that the spectral position of human
L and M cones reduces the difference be-
tween luminance signals yielded by L and
M cones (see above) and hence, reduces
the noise of high resolution luminance vi-
sion.78 Chromatic aberrations could also
keep the spectral positions of L and M
cones close together (see above). It is im-
portant to note that fish79 and birds80 prob-
ably use only one spectral type of cone for
luminance vision, namely the cone contain-
ing the long-wavelength sensitive (LWS)
pigment. Hence, the spectral positions of
other cones in fish and birds are not con-
strained by the needs of luminance vision.
3. Primate visual pigments could be tuned
for looking at a particular set of objects.
According to the hypothesis of Allen,41

primate trichromacy is a specific adapta-
tion for finding fruits.33,39,40,44,46-48 An analy-
sis of the spectra of fruits eaten by humans
showed that the separation of L and M
cones is close to optimum for detection
of fruits against foliage44 (Figure 3). This
result was later confirmed by the analysis
of spectra of primate edible fruits collected
in the rainforest.46-48 Having a reddish col-
our, young leaves also constitute an impor-
tant component of the primate diet.81 It
has been suggested that primate trichrom-
acy evolved as an adaptation for finding
red leaves, rather than fruits.82 Indeed, the
only New World primate that evolved uni-
form trichromacy, the howler monkey,34

forages predominantly on leaves.81 How-
ever, as both fruits and leaves generally
play an important role in primate diet, it
is more likely that spectra of both fruits
and red leaves affected the tuning of pri-
mate visual pigments.83

WHY NON-PRIMATE PLACENTAL
MAMMALS ARE DICHROMATS

Primates are the only mammals that
evolved trichromacy by duplication of a
gene coding L pigment. This may indicate
either that trichromacy is particularly use-
ful for primates, that primates are unique
among placental mammals in their ability
to utilise the signals of three spectrally dis-
tinct types of cones, or both. Among mam-
mals only primates have in their retina
midget ganglion cells.84 While in dichro-
matic primates these cells convey informa-
tion about fine spatial details of the image,
in trichromats they also convey colour
opponent L–M signals.85,86 The centre of
the receptive field of midget ganglion cells
may receive input from only one L or M
cone, but its surroundings receive input
from both L and M cells.85,86 The compari-
son of the signal from the centre with that
of the surrounding gives the colour oppo-
nent L–M signal. Thus, a neural pathway
originally used for spatial vision has been
utilised by trichromatic primates for the
purpose of colour vision.85,86 The absence
of midget ganglion cells from the eyes of
non-primate placental mammals84 could
have precluded them from evolving
trichromacy.

COLOUR VISION IN NEW WORLD
PRIMATES

Unlike Old World primates, most New
World primates (platyrrines) do not have
uniform trichromacy. Instead, they have
polymorphic genes coding for M and L
cone pigments.32,35-37 Because the polymor-
phic gene is located on the X chromo-
some, males of New World primates (hav-
ing only one X chromosome) are natural
dichromats. They possess S cones and one
type of M or L cone. Heterozygote females
of New World primates, having two X chro-
mosomes, possess, in addition to S cones,
two spectrally different M and L cones.32,35-37

One species of New World primate, the
howler monkey, evolved uniform tri-
chromacy by duplication of the gene cod-
ing L–M pigment independently from Old
World primates.34 In other New World pri-
mates, the polymorphic gene codes from

three to five L/M pigments.32 Combina-
tions of these pigments give several types
of trichromacy in heterozygotic females.
The trichromatic individuals having a
broad spectral separation between L and
M visual pigments are analogous to nor-
mal human observers; trichromats having
narrow spectral separation between L and
M pigments are analogous to human col-
our deficient trichromatic observers.

As in all primates, New World monkeys
have midget ganglion cells in their reti-
nae.86 Thus, the signals of spectrally dis-
tinct L and M cones can be compared.
Indeed, behavioural and physiological
studies show that heterozygote females of
New World primates have trichromatic
vision.86,87,89 The polymorphism of L/M
visual pigments, rather than uniform
trichromacy, in other New World monkeys,
may indicate that this polymorphism is
beneficial.33 Alternatively, constraints
other than the lack of midget ganglion
cells may explain the absence of uniform
trichromacy in New World primates and
prosimians.

A possible benefit of the polymorphism
of L–M pigments is that a population con-
sists of individuals having different visual
systems, which can have advantages in de-
tecting different fruits. Hence, a polymor-
phic population may outperform a popu-
lation of trichromats having identical
cones.33,47,48 However, analysis of spectra of
fruits consumed by a New World monkey,
the tamarine, showed that trichromatic
individuals with a broad spectral separa-
tion between L and M visual pigments
must detect better all fruits, indicating that
a group of normal trichromats would
detect fruits better than a polymorphic
group (Osorio, Smith, Vorobyev,
Buchanan-Smith, unpublished data).
Therefore, the lack of uniform trichrom-
acy in New World primates can be better
understood as a consequence of evolution-
ary constraints.

To use trichromatic vision, it is essential
to have:
1. An appropriate set of cones.
2. Retinal mechanisms that compare sig-

nals of different spectral types of cones
and convey reliable opponent signals
to the brain.
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3. A brain capable of analysing trichro-
matic colour.

Comparative studies of the brain
anatomy in an Old World primate
(macaque) and a New World primate
(marmoset) reveal the differences in the
complexity of the cortical areas89 that, in
Old World primates, are involved in
categorical colour perception (V4 and
higher).90 Such differences may explain
the absence of uniform trichromacy in
New World primates. The complexity of
cortical areas can be estimated by count-
ing the number of neurones and synapses.89

As New World primates are small, their
brains generally contain fewer neurones.
While the density of synapses in the areas
used for the lower level processing of visual
information (V1, V2) is similar in Old and
New World primates, the density of
synapses in areas involved in categorical
colour perception (V4 and higher) in an
Old World primate is higher than the den-
sity in the corresponding areas of a New
World primate.89 In humans, categorical
colour perception probably requires long-
lasting maturation of synaptic connec-
tions—children learn colour names after
they learn the names of basic shapes.91 This
may indicate that, in primates, categori-
cal colour perception requires sophisti-
cated processing of visual information.
Complex area V4 of the visual cortex in
Old World primates may provide a neces-
sary neural basis for categorical colour
perception of trichromatic colour.

CONCLUSION

Primate trichromacy could have evolved
as a specific adaptation for finding colour-
ful food or as an adaptation for a variety
of visual tasks. The observation that pri-
mates forage on colourful fruits, while
non-primate diurnal mammals mostly eat
dull objects (for example, squirrels eat
brown and grey nuts) favours the hypoth-
esis that primate colour vision evolved as
a specific adaptation for finding colour-
ful food.33,39,40 However, the fact that most
non-mammalian diurnal vertebrates have
more than two spectral types of cone indi-
cates that well-developed colour vision is
beneficial for many tasks. Non-primate
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